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Lesson 2: Right
Place, Right Time

Student goals: Complete
mathematical word problems;
understand the relationships among
distance, speed, and time; measure
travel distances
Time required: 40 minutes
Materials required: Right Place, Right
Time student reproducible, pen or
pencil, string, ruler
Directions: 
1. On the map show students how to

measure distances using a piece of
string and a ruler. Practice
converting several measurements
into miles using the map scale.

2. Distribute the Right Place, Right
Time student reproducible.

3. Explain how timetables (e.g.,
television listings, class schedules,
homework schedules, transportation
schedules, etc.) are used to help
groups coordinate their activities.
Review the charts on the student
worksheet including the meanings of
the chart titles and symbols. Review
the meanings of “A” (A.M.), “P”
(P.M.), “N” (noon), “Dp”
(departure), and “Ar” (arrival).

4. Read the Right Place, Right Time
student reproducible aloud with the
class. Have students answer the
word problems individually or in
pairs. (Answer Key: 1. (a) 571, 
(b) Dp=10:35 A.M., Ar=12:29 P.M., 
(c) 1 hour and 54 minutes, 
(d) Dp=5:51 P.M.; 2. (a) 769, 
(b) yes, (c) 582, (d) 8 minutes

Wrap-up: Ask students which word
problems they found trickiest. Make
up a few similar scenarios and practice
with students until the problems
become easier. 

Lesson 4:
Conducting
Research

Student goal: Write informational research
reports
Time required: 40 minutes, plus additional
class time or homework time to write the
report
Materials required: Conducting Research
student reproducible, pen or pencil, writing
paper, library books, magazines and/or
Web sites about trains
Directions: 
1. Distribute the Conducting Research

student reproducible and read it aloud
with the class.

2. Explain to students that they will be
writing a research report about trains.
Review the list of trains and discuss how
each train functions differently and has
mechanical features that make it unique. 

3. Discuss that it is important to begin the
research process by reviewing resources
and writing a basic outline.

4. Have students begin their research in
class by asking them to read books,
magazines, or check Web sites about
trains. 

5. For homework, have students complete
their outlines and share them with the
class the next day.

Wrap-up: Using your outline, write a
research report about one mechanical
feature of a train that interests you.
Present your report to the class.

You have been selected to receive this
FREE custom-designed education

program to teach your students core skills in
language arts, math, science, and geography outlined
by the California Department of Education. This
unique program, developed by Scholastic and
generously supported by Amtrak® and Amtrak
California, can help you prepare your students for the
California STAR, California Achievement Test, and the
Stanford 9! 

Destination: America provides easy-to-use, cross-
curricular lessons and activities that meet California
standards and can work together or stand alone to
enhance your existing plans. 

Steve Palm Carol Shannon
Scholastic Inc. Amtrak
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Lesson 3: 
Poetry in Motion

Student goals: Practice reading
comprehension; identify synonyms,
antonyms, and idioms; write poetry
Time required: 40 minutes
Materials required: Poetry in Motion
student reproducible, pen or pencil,
chart paper
Directions:
1. Distribute the Poetry in Motion

student reproducible.
2. Read aloud “From a Railway

Carriage” with the class and discuss
the meaning. 

3. Individually or in pairs, ask students
to answer the questions about
“From a Railway Carriage.”
(Answer Key: Synonym for
“cattle”=cows (answers may vary);
antonym for “gone”=here (answers
may vary); idiom=“whistle by,”
which means “pass by quickly”)

4. Talk about the different forms a
poem can take, such as rhyming
(poem containing repetition of
similar sounds), free verse (poem
with irregular line lengths or lack of
regular rhyme), or haiku (poem that
usually contains 17 syllables arranged
in three lines). Have students work
together as a class to brainstorm
and write a poem about the magic
of travel. Include at least one idiom
in the poem.

Wrap-up: After students have
identified the similes, metaphors,
homonyms, and other figures and
parts of speech within “From a
Railway Carriage,” have them identify
the same things in their own class
poem.
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BENCHMARK
1 2 3 4

Read narrative and expository text aloud with grade-appropriate • •
fluency and accuracy
Apply knowledge of word origins, derivations, synonyms, antonyms, •
and idioms to determine the meaning of words and phrases

Identify structural patterns found in informational text •
Use appropriate strategies when reading for different purposes • • •
Make and confirm predictions about text •

Define figurative language and identify its use in literary works •

Select a focus, an organizational structure, and a point of view • •
based upon purpose, audience, length, and successive versions
Create multiple-paragraph compositions •
Use traditional structures for conveying information • •
Use various reference materials as an aid to writing • •
Edit and revise selected drafts to improve coherence and progression •
by adding, deleting, consolidating, and rearranging text

Write information reports •
Write summaries that contain the main ideas of the reading  • •
selection and the most significant details

Use maps, charts, and pictures to describe how communities in • •
California vary in population density, architecture, services, and  
transportation and their use of land, vegetation, wildlife, and climate

Students will measure and estimate weight, length, or volume •
of objects

Analyze problems by identifying relationships, distinguishing  •
relevant from irrelevant information, sequencing and priority of   
information, and observing patterns
Determine when and how to break a problem into simpler parts •
Make precise calculations and check the validity of the results •
from the context of the problem

STANDARD

READING
Word Analysis, Fluency, and
Systematic Vocabulary Development

Students understand the basic features 
of reading. 

Reading Comprehension

Students read and understand grade
level appropriate material. They draw
upon a variety of comprehension
strategies as needed.

Literary Response and Analysis

Students read and respond to a wide
variety of significant works of
children's literature. 

WRITING
Students write clear, coherent
sentences and paragraphs that support
a central idea. Their writing shows that
they consider the audience and
purpose.

Writing Applications

Students write compositions that
describe and explain familiar objects,
events, and experiences. 

HISTORY
Students demonstrate an
understanding of the physical and
human geographic features that define
places and regions in California.

SCIENCE
Investigation and Experimentation

Scientific progress is made by asking 
meaningful questions and conducting 
careful investigations.

MATHEMATICS
Mathematical Reasoning

Students make decisions about 
how to approach problems.

Students use strategies, skills, and 
concepts in finding solutions.
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LESSON

Dear Teachers,

Special for Teachers
Amtrak offers field trip opportunities to school groups at discounted prices on three California train routes.
For trips within Southern California on the Pacific Surfliner route or within the Central Valley on the San
Joaquin route, visit amtrakcalifornia.com and click on Kids ’N Trains.
For trips within Northern California on the Capitol Corridor route, visit amtrakcapitols.com and click on
Train Treks for Kids.

Lesson 1: 
Geography Journey

Student Goals: Understand the
geographic features that define 
places and regions; write in responses
to comprehension questions; use
mathematical reasoning to approach
problems
Time required: 40 minutes
Materials required: Classroom Map,
Geography Journey student
reproducible, push pins, small blank
labels, colored pencils, pen or pencil
Directions:
1. Display the map in the classroom 

at a level where all students can
view it and reach it.

2. Review the components of a 
map legend with the class (i.e.,
ordinal directions, key, and scale
measurement).

3. Distribute the Geography Journey
student reproducible to each 
student and read it aloud with 
the class.

4. Have students answer the questions
by referencing the map. (Answer
Key: 1a. Sierra Nevada and Rocky
Mountains; 1b. 2,000 miles; 
2a. Bakersfield, Fresno, Modesto,
Stockton, Sacramento; 2b. Yosemite
National Park; 3a. IL, WI, MN, ND,
MT, ID, WA; 3b. Rocky Mountains; 
3c. northwest, midwest)

5. As a class, review students’ answers. 
Wrap-Up: Track your own train route.
Think about the states you will travel
through and the sites you will see
along the way. Illustrate what you 
see as a train passenger and write a
paragraph that explains your drawing. 

Geography

Source: California Department of Education

How to use this
TEACHER’S GUIDE:
1. Reproduce each lesson and

corresponding student
reproducible.

2. As you teach each lesson,
distribute the accompanying
student reproducible.

3. Display the classroom poster 
map of California.

KEY:
For easy reference,

look for these
curriculum icons

within each lesson.

Language Arts

Math

Science

Geography

Inside You’ll Find:
● Easy-to-use Integrated Lessons 

and Reproducibles 

● Lessons and Practice for California
Standardized Testing

● Maps of California and the 
United States

TEACHING GUIDE AND POSTER GRADE 4

DESTINATION:
AMERICA

DESTINATION:
AMERICA

®
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Generously sponsored by Amtrak
and Amtrak California




